This article offers a new multistage account of jury damage award decision making. Drawing on psychological and economic research on judgment, decision making, and numeracy, the model posits that jurors first make a categorical gist judgment that money damages are warranted, and then make an ordinal gist judgment ranking the damages deserved as low, medium, or high. They then construct numbers that fit the gist of the appropriate magnitude. The article employs data from jury decision-making research to explore the plausibility of the model.
caps on damage awards has had the paradoxical effect of increasing average damage awards in some jurisdictions. 9 
III. Research on Jury Damage Awards
Responding to the public and legal attention devoted to high-profile jury awards, legal scholars, psychologists, and economists have taken up the subject of jury damage award decision making. Some of that work indicates that jurors face great difficulty in fairly and equitably deciding on money damages, whereas other research offers a more optimistic picture. 10 Jurors report being deeply challenged by the task of arriving at damage awards.
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Valerie Hans interviewed 269 civil jurors who had decided cases in which at least one of the litigants was a corporation or a business. The juror interviews included a host of questions about how the jury went about deciding on compensatory damages and, if applicable, punitive damages. The interviews confirmed that jurors were often at sea as they began to discuss what would constitute an appropriate award in the case. By their own account, many jurors entered the jury deliberation room with no specific figure in mind. Numbers emerged only during the course of deliberation, as they discussed the case particulars and the plaintiff's injuries with the other jurors. 12 Even then, jurors reported that it was challenging to come up with dollar amounts that corresponded to the injury. As one juror, who decided a medical malpractice case in which the plaintiff had half of one lung mistakenly removed, reflected on the process:
Out of anything I can say I hated, that was the part I hate the most. Because I just don't think it was fair that we had to put a dollar amount on this . . . we weren't given a minimum . . . we weren't given a maximum. We were told to go into the room. Lock yourselves in there and don't come out until you have a dollar amount. And I thought that was very unfair, especially when we were just regular everyday citizens. And we have no idea what is ordinary and customary in a case like this . . . And I think if we could have had some type of guide, monetary guideline, as to okay this is the minimum, this is the maximum, and then you decide. But I mean it was like, if we said he's awarded a dollar was this satisfactory? We didn't know. 13 A collaborative research group of economists, psychologists, and law professors undertook one high-profile project that examined the process of punitive damage award decision making by juries.
14 The researchers began by noting that dollar awards are likely to be highly variable because they are assessed on an unbounded scale. The minimum is set at zero, but there is, at least theoretically, no maximum amount. 15 This contrasts with bounded scales, where both the minimum and maximum levels are established in advance. The research group adopted a mock jury approach to examine how juries reach punitive damages decisions. They concluded on the basis of their experimental research that although mock jurors showed substantial consensus about the relative merits of the different cases, their dollar awards varied dramatically. 16 One cause of the variation, the authors say, is that individuals translated their sense of outrage onto the unbounded dollar scale differently, so that people with similar judgments about the wrongfulness of the defendant's behavior chose different dollar values. In their study, the group decision-making process, rather than producing an average of individuals' different award preferences, resulted in more extreme awards in the direction of the group's majority. 17 Outside the jury decision-making context, research on citizen competence with numbers gives rise to concern about the ability of laypersons to decide damage awards rationally. Work on the public's mathematical proficiency, or numeracy, routinely finds that people have trouble with numbers. 18 An estimated 93 million Americans are not proficient with numbers, and low numeracy (i.e., the inability to understand and use 13 Mott et al., supra note 12, at 409. Id. at 41. 16 Id. at 43-61 (describing study results). numbers) is even more prevalent among subgroups such as the poor and the old.
19 People tend to overestimate frequencies compared to probabilities. They pay little attention to base rates, underestimate disjunctive and overestimate conjunctive probabilities, neglect denominators in ratios, and make other errors.
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Economists and psychologists who study how people make financial decisions likewise find many domains in which people's numerical judgments fall short of ideal. 21 People can go wrong in a multitude of ways when they think about money matters. 22 People are affected by phenomena such as mental accounting, loss aversion, endowment effects, bigness bias, overconfidence, and anchoring. These and other psychological heuristics, which can be useful shortcuts in many types of decision making, can lead to suboptimal financial choices. 23 Economists identify other troubles people have with numbers. To take one example, "left digit bias" studies find that people pay much more attention to the left as opposed to the right digits of multidigit numbers, and can be misled by pricing that takes advantage of this tendency. 24 Consumers underestimate the magnitude of precise prices compared to round number prices of similar magnitude.
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In sum, basic work in psychology and economics indicates that members of the public, and even experts, often flounder when they are required to make numerical judgments. The problems can be even more acute when it comes to making judgments ) (discussing the common practice of pricing in the nines). Basu discusses potential explanations for the prevalence of pricing in the nines based on consumer behavior, such as consumer irrationality (id. at 127), association with discounted goods (id. at 126), and the greater availability and accessibility of round numbers (id. at 126). He concludes that consumers "do not do this reflexively or out of irrationality, but only when they expect the time cost of acquiring full cognizance of the exact price to exceed the expected loss caused by the slightly erroneous amounts that are likely to be purchased or the slightly higher price that may be paid by virtue of ignoring the information concerning the last digits of prices." Id. at about money. 26 The prevalence of low numeracy among members of the public implies that some jurors may not have a clear sense of the magnitude of awards, especially very large awards, and may find the multistep operations used to calculate them daunting. Some damage award determinations are particularly difficult because they include mathematical functions such as compounding, exponential growth, and calculation of present value, phenomena that jurors find hard to understand and apply. 27 The juror interviews and mock jury experiments suggest that civil jurors find it challenging when they embark, with little guidance, on the task of deciding on money damages for injured plaintiffs. The unbounded scale for dollar damages exacerbates the challenge. All this paints a gloomy picture of the ability of juries to arrive at reasonable damage award decisions.
In contrast to this bleak conclusion, statistical and other analyses of actual jury damage awards offer a more reassuring assessment. 28 Analyses of civil cases and damage awards routinely find that more serious injuries, measured in a number of different ways, typically produce greater jury damage awards that reflect their relative severity. For example, studies of the closed claims of insurance companies have shown that the magnitude of awards is positively associated with the severity of the injury, such that more serious injuries result in larger awards. Analysis of the actual punitive damage awards reached by juries (and judges) shows that they are awarded infrequently, and occur primarily in intentional tort and fraud cases. On average, punitive damages awards tend to be modest and proportionate to compensatory damages. 29 Other research using mock scenarios finds that when laypersons, judges, and lawyers review the same case descriptions, the different groups overlap substantially in how they rate injury severity and assess appropriate damage amounts. 30 As Eisenberg and his colleagues report, despite the fact that there is "convincing empirical evidence that people lack the basic cognitive skills necessary to translate qualitative moral judgments into quantitative numerical scales. . . . the research on quantitative judgments demonstrates substantial consistency in judgments. . . . In civil lawsuits, the worst-behaved defendants who caused the most harm are the most likely to lose and pay the most damages." 
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Yet even the statistical analyses show that there is a good deal of variability and unpredictability in both compensatory and punitive damage awards. The models comparing jurors, judges, and lawyers were better able to account for injury severity ratings than they were for dollar award recommendations. 32 Michael Saks and his colleagues report that even though more serious injuries produce higher dollar awards, there remains substantial variation across individuals in the dollar amounts they give to injuries of similar severity. We combine theoretical ideas and research findings from psychologists, economists, and legal scholars, and use them to construct a model of juror damage award decision making. The endeavor will, we hope, be useful theoretically and also practically. Our aim is to better understand the process by which jurors move from the qualitative to the quantitative, from sense to dollars. It may also point us in the direction of potential reforms to improve the jury system. We propose a model that draws to a significant degree on the work done on human information processing and judgment and decision making in general, and fuzzy-trace theory in particular. Fuzzy-trace theory is a theory of memory and cognition that draws on what researchers have learned about judgment and decision processes. Numerous experiments have tested and confirmed the central claims of fuzzy-trace theory in other decisionmaking domains. 34 Here, for the first time, we apply its insights to damage award decision making.
A key assumption of fuzzy-trace theory is that people encode two parallel types of mental representations (or memory traces) of information. One is a verbatim representation, and the other is a gist representation. Verbatim representations are literal, veridical, and detailed. In contrast, gist representations are centered around the meaning that a person derives from the information. 35 Verbatim representations preserve the exact surface form of information, such as exact wording and precise numbers, compared to the bottom- Gist representations are said to be "fuzzy," reflecting the fact that they are not as precise as verbatim representations. Mental representations of information vary along a verbatim-to-gist continuum. Verbatim memory traces preserve veridical details at the precise end of the continuum, whereas gist representations preserve the meanings that have been extracted at the fuzzy end. line meaning captured in gist representations. Research has shown that people extract multiple gist representations of the same information, and that verbatim and gist representations are encoded, retrieved, and stored separately and independently. 36 Reyna and Brainerd have generalized the concepts of gist and verbatim representations beyond verbal information to encompass numbers, graphs, pictures, and other meaningful stimuli.
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Gist and verbatim mental representations are associated with different kinds of thinking, and people engage in both forms of thinking at different times. When they make judgments, however, gist tends to be more significant, more important, and more dominant. 38 So, for example, when presented with a probability describing the likelihood of a future event, an individual may encode the exact probability given, but the underlying meaning of the probability (e.g., coded for gist as low or high risk) is more likely to govern their risk-related behavior.
Gist usually trumps verbatim representations in judgment and decision making, and is used as a default whenever the task allows. However, specific task demands, such as asking for exact numerical judgments, require mental representations that are more precise, and may push people toward the verbatim end of the continuum. Thus, the extent to which verbatim versus gist approaches will emerge as dominant depends in part on the demands of the task, as well as on other features and cues in the context. Task demands force people to make finer distinctions, moving from categorical or all-or-none distinctions (e.g., some money vs. nothing) to ordinal ones (e.g., low vs. high amounts of money) and, if necessary, to numerical estimates (e.g., exact dollar estimates). However, people prefer to operate on fuzzier categorical or ordinal representations of quantity, and have difficulty assigning exact numerical values, especially to unfamiliar entities. For example, classic work on contingent valuation has demonstrated wide swings in estimated willingness to pay to save an endangered species from extinction or to avoid living next to a nuclear power plant.
39 Fuzzy-trace theory explains this variability in numerical estimates by assuming that values are not fully spelled out in long-term memory and are instantiated depending on the context. People are likely to know whether they highly value saving an endangered species, but they must construct an exact dollar amount to attach to that ordinal judgment of value.
Moreover, according to fuzzy-trace theory, numbers do not have meanings in themselves, even to the highly numerate. The gist or meaning of a number depends on both content and context; it is inherently relative. To illustrate the effect of content, note that a probability of 0.15 of imminent rain is low whereas the same 0.15 probability of an imminent heart attack is high. The effect of context has been demonstrated by showing, for 36 Reyna & Brainerd, Interim Synthesis, supra note 34. 37 Id.
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The dominance of gist thinking is referred to as a "fuzzy processing preference. example, that a risk of 12 percent is perceived as low relative to 20 percent, but the same 12 percent is perceived as high relative to 4 percent. 40 Numbers that differentiate categories are interpretable because the differences they span are qualitative rather than quantitative. Thus, a difference between a 1 percent chance of cancer and a 0 percent chance is meaningful in an all-or-none fashion, as are differences such as above and below 50 percent or between 95 percent and 100 percent. One would pay a great deal to reduce cancer risk from 1 percent to 0 percent because these differ categorically. When numbers cross category boundaries, as in these examples, when the number reveals that an event becomes possible rather than impossible, or becomes certain rather than uncertain, those differences are interpretable because their qualitative gist is apparent. Specific numbers can also take on meaning because of content (e.g., a year's earnings of a company) or context (e.g., lifetime earnings of an individual from a poor vs. an affluent community).
An important aspect of fuzzy-trace theory, which stands in contrast to many other dual-process theories, is that gist judgments are not presumed to constitute an intellectually inferior and more primitive form of thinking. Dual-process theories generally contrast "Type 1" or faster and intuitive thinking and "Type 2" or rational and deliberative thinking. Often, the rational, deliberative form of thinking is considered to be superior. 41 However, in many ways gist thinking is quite sophisticated. Adults are more likely to engage in gist thinking compared to children; and in expertise-relevant domains, experts have been found to engage in gist thinking more than nonexperts. 42 Interestingly, one study found that expert cardiologists employed fewer dimensions of information to make admissions decisions for patients with chest pain, compared to generalists or students, but were nonetheless more accurate according to clinical guidelines.
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Standard dual-process theorists have argued that better numeracy should improve decision making, which is in stark contrast to fuzzy-trace theorists, who maintain the distinction between rote computation (how numeracy is typically measured) and meaningful interpretation of numbers. Fuzzy-trace theorists envision that some highly numerate people fit the old maxim, "knowing the price of everything and the value of nothing." One might interpret this as a dual-process distinction between objectivity (price) and sentiment (value). However, when ordinary people use the expression about the price of everything yet the value of nothing, we believe they mean to suggest that a person fixated on verbatim prices has missed the deeper point. Indeed, research has generated paradoxical findings that people higher in numeracy are more likely to rate numerically inferior monetary gambles as more attractive than superior gambles (ones offering a lower potential for losses). 44 These and other insights have shaped the development of our multistage account.
Figure 1 displays our model of juror damage award decision making. At the start of the trial and throughout the course of the trial, we expect jurors to engage in mainly gist-based reasoning about the plaintiff's injury and the defendant's culpability. The case facts, the character of the parties, the context and nature of the case, individual attitudes, views, and world knowledge all combine to lead a juror to arrive at a more or less coherent interpretation of events, or gist representation of the case, which would typically support a decision about whether the defendant is liable for the plaintiff's injury. That is accomplished at the first stage. We expect that jurors essentially follow the first step of Pennington and Hastie's story model, organizing the evidence around causal interpretation to arrive at a liability determination.
In the second stage, which occurs during the trial or deliberation, the juror will also reach a categorical conclusion about whether damages are warranted. This categorical judgment (yes or no on damages) is followed by a third stage in which jurors make ordinal judgments relating to the injury's severity. We theorize that jurors code the specific injury the plaintiff has suffered as either severe or not severe, and consequently they determine whether the damage award that is deserved is low or high. Again, this prediction is based on research showing that once phenomena such as injuries are categorized, intuitions about 
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ordinal distinctions between low and high (but not specific numbers) are accessible in memory.
According to the theory, categorical and ordinal gist judgments are not based on adding up a list of facts, but on the interpretation of those facts, often as a coherent narrative, which supports a simple bottom-line intuition of yes or no to damages and, if yes, as low or high. If an injury cannot be ranked as either low or high, it will be relegated to a medium level of severity. In the final stage, the ordinal gist judgment about the injury's severity (low, medium, or high) will be mapped onto a number that corresponds to the gist of the award judgment. The juror will identify a number that is, to him or her, low, medium, or high, in order to match the perceived severity of injury.
Where do these numbers come from? We propose that jurors rely on symbolic numbers from everyday life that already have meaning to them as low or high numbers. One dollar is low; a million dollars is high, for example. In addition, the juror retrieves numbers from the case, such as medical costs, lost wages, and attorney ad damnum requests, numbers that the attorneys have convincingly portrayed as having a meaningful interpretation in the context of the case. The juror then selects a number that matches the ordinal (low, medium, high) gist of the injury. 45 In sum, Figure 1 posits that jurors move through categorical (damages are warranted) and ordinal (the damages that are deserved are low, medium, or high) stages that are distinct from the process of attaching numbers that accord with this ordinal gist. We argue that jurors use qualitative meaning or the gist of the case to assess whether there is a fit with the gist of the proposed award. They then construct numbers that exemplify that gist of low versus high awards.
One might assume that a gist-based account is a better fit for the calculation of damages like pain and suffering or punitive damages, as opposed to economic damages that are assumed to be more well-defined and more closely linked to medical expenses, lost wages, property damage, and the like. However, both sorts of damages must be interpreted, even if there are precise dollar values attached to the economic damages. Thus, we anticipate that the model will help explain the full spectrum of damage award decisions.
The model does not yet include a full consideration of the group nature of jury damage awards, which we recognize as very important. However, the model has some implications for interactions among jurors with different ordinal gist interpretations of the case. First, juries consisting of members who view the gist as low and members who view the gist as high will center debate on the ordinal gist of the case. In contrast, juries of all low or all high gist members are more likely to debate the numbers, the size of the damage award 45 Interestingly, David Ball, David Ball on Damages 3d ed. 238-42 (2011), proposes that attorneys employ a "scales" approach to help jurors map the severity of the injury onto dollar values. "The method you will now teach in closing helps jurors arrive at a figure; it also arms your favorable jurors with a concrete way to fight for the amount they want to allow." Id. at 238. He recommends that attorneys explain that the value of each noneconomic harm is based on how bad the injury is, how long the plaintiff is likely to experience pain, and how much it prevents the plaintiff from engaging in regular activities. "Where on the scale of disability does each harm lie? A disability can interfere with functioning anywhere from hardly at all up through total incapacity. . . . let's go up the scale another step to 'high'. . . . In a case like that, I would have to ask you for a verdict of a great deal of money, in the same proportion as the pain." Id. at. 239.
that best corresponds to their shared gist of the case. Therefore, characterizing jurors according to their gist interpretations of a case will allow researchers to separate effects of mental representations of a case from difficulties in constructing appropriate numbers. Finally, juries composed of medium and low gist members (or medium and high gist members) will be unduly influenced by low or high gist members, respectively, even when they are fewer in number than medium jurors. Jurors who view damages as "medium" are less likely to influence the debate because they lack a clear, bottom-line interpretation of the case; research has shown that intermediate categories such as "medium" are used as hedges for unsure decisionmakers. 46 Overall, this approach emphasizes the juror deliberation process as a search for a construal of the case that captures its essential bottom line. The approach also suggests that particular constellations of jurors with different construals or gist representations will interact in predictable ways, debating either the gist or the numbers, with disproportionate influence favoring jurors with low or high interpretations rather than wishy-washy "medium" jurors. Of course, jurors might also make compromises to reach a decision, adjusting awards to accommodate other views.
This framework implies that number construction-the process of selecting numbers to convey the gist of an injury-has its own complexities, distinct from construing the gist of the injury. An interesting question is whether people have a sense of what constitute "low" and "high" numbers (in our context, dollar awards) before confronting the particular situation or case at hand. Extensive work on numeracy has considered people's general ability to understand and use numbers. 47 However, much of that work has emphasized rote computation.
We think that a better way to consider numeracy, especially as it is applied in the jury damage award setting, is as a contextual ability rather than a general one. Consider the statement that 1,000 bees have been counted in Ithaca, New York. If one is not an expert on bee populations in a town of this size and in this geographic location, it is difficult to know whether 1,000 bees is a large and newsworthy number or whether it represents a declining bee colony and thus cause for concern. The juror deciding on damages is often in a similar position, not knowing whether dollar amounts are appropriately low or high.
However, if the decisionmaker has experience in the relevant context-for example, a juror who works in the insurance industry, a lawyer with similarly injured clients, or a judge who presides over multiple personal injury cases-the decisionmaker might well have a numerical interpretation of "low" and "high" dollar values that can be marshaled in considering the present valuation of a plaintiff's injury. In this view, familiarity with the context of awards is an asset rather than a source of bias. (Of course, this type of comparative information is withheld from jurors deciding individual cases.) If such familiarity and experience are lacking, the decisionmaker will rely on what is provided in case facts or attorney arguments, or otherwise accessible and culturally available sources, that best 46 Reyna & Lloyd, supra note 40. 47 Reyna & Brainerd, Numeracy, Ratio Bias, and Denominator Neglect, supra note 18.
reflect meaning or gist. For example, figures such as a billion dollars are widely perceived to represent "a lot of" money, whereas awards of one dollar are perceived as "nil." A year's profits, a day's sales, and other meaningful numbers can be used to provide a framework for constructing magnitudes of awards. More generally, meaningful numbers would be expected to be disproportionately influential in the minds of jurors as they attempt to match the award amounts to gist-based judgments of severity of damages.
A. Similarities and Differences Between Our Model and the Story Model
Our model builds on the story model of juror decision making developed by Nancy Pennington and Reid Hastie, and makes new predictions. 48 Results supporting the story model's account of legal decision making, along with similar results from psycholinguistics, were part of the impetus for fuzzy-trace theory that we draw on in our gist-based model of damage award judgment. For example, Pennington and Hastie showed that mock jurors later recognized more case information consistent with their verdict than evidence inconsistent with it, and erroneously recognized verdict-consistent story elements that were never presented, a classic false memory effect. 49 Although false-memory results were once taken to be evidence that memory is wholly reconstructive, many studies have shown that memory for details of information, verbatim memory, is independent of memory for meaning, or gist memory. By distinguishing between two kinds of memory, fuzzy-trace theory is able to predict both the meaning-based findings of the story model and discrepant findings regarding immediate memory for specific items of information.
The story model highlights the central meanings that jurors construct on the basis of the case facts, character of the parties, and contextual factors. In the gist-based model we propose, gist constitutes the core or central meaning of a story. The meaning of the story includes the categorical and ordinal gist, and therefore should influence the magnitude of the award. 50 The meaning of the story that the juror constructs may imply that a specific dollar value is highly significant-perhaps, for example, the dollar amount that the defendant gained as a result of the action that injured the plaintiff. Giving meaning to numbers is likely to encourage acceptance of such numbers when they resonate with the story the juror has constructed. However, it is important to distinguish what the gist-based model includes that is not included in the story model. The story model does not differentiate between gist and verbatim representations, even though the memory literature provides ample evidence that people distinguish between gist and verbatim representations and tend to rely more on gist than on verbatim representations in decision making. 51 In addition, the story model does not assume that categorical and ordinal representations are constructed as a result of integrating the information about a case, only that jurors in later stages will develop representations of the verdict alternatives.
V. Assessing the Validity of the Gist-Based Model with Jury Award Data
Our model hypothesizes that jurors make categorical and ordinal gist determinations, and then search for dollar award amounts that fit the gist judgments. Although key components of the general gist-based model have been tested in memory and decision-making research, carefully controlled experiments are needed to test the applicability of the model for jury damage award decision making. A test might measure participants' gist representations across a number of cases, as well as their gist of corresponding numbers in context (what corresponds to low, medium, and high dollar values in particular contexts). Both these measures should predict actual award determinations. Because jurors are assumed to have ordinal-level representations, we predict that awards will be ordinally coherent, but absolute award amounts should vary across contexts because what is perceived as low or high is inherently relative.
Although we have not yet done those studies, so we do not have a definitive test of our model, in this section we draw on research studies of jury awards to assess whether the observed patterns in these data are consistent with the model and its predictions. We do so mindful of Hastie's point that once one moves into the messy environment of real-world decision making, it can be challenging to assess the psychological underpinnings of observed phenomena.
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The model makes several specific predictions. First, jurors will search for meaningful numbers to give effect to their gist judgments. In addition, we should see patterning and scalloping around round numbers, which are easier to map onto gist judgments. Second, because of the ordinal nature of jurors' injury judgments and the damage awards that differently-injured plaintiffs deserve, we expect to observe ordinal regularities in jury awards. Third, even though ordinal regularities in jury awards should be present, judges' awards for similar injuries across cases should be less variable than juries' awards for similar injuries across cases. Judges as expert decisionmakers are more apt to make simple gist-based judgments, and to take advantage of comparative information about other similar cases, information that is withheld from juries. Finally, because gist is relative, and dollar amounts are interpreted relative to other quantities to give them meaning, anchor figures will influence jury awards. Anchors for juries' total damage awards might include economic damages, attorneys' ad damnum requests, and caps on damage awards. All four of these predictions find some support in the research on jury damage awards.
A. Meaningful Numbers and Round Numbers
The gist model predicts that jurors search for numbers that are meaningful to them and reflect the case's gist. Therefore, we are likely to observe patterns in the specific dollar figures of damage awards. Gist is easier to map onto round numbers because round numbers are not exact. Therefore, we expect to see numbers that are rounded off, particularly for noneconomic and punitive damages. 53 Of course, any particular round number could be a precise number. However, if numbers are processed as continuous quantities rather than as categories, there should be no discontinuities or bumps in their perceived magnitudes.
54 Instead, our model predicts that we should observe "scalloping" or "bumps" (i.e., certain numbers observed more frequently than adjacent numbers) at round numbers, and at numbers that signal category boundaries. These category boundaries might include distinctions between zero and any quantity, between certainty and uncertainty, and similar qualitative shifts.
New work shows that people have strong preferences for round numbers, consistent with the gist model. For example, a recent analysis of a large-scale digital scan of books showed a strong pattern in number frequency, which revealed an "extraordinary human fondness for round numbers. . . . Dollar amounts are even more dramatically biased in favor of well-rounded numbers." Lacetera et al., supra note 21, at 1 (analyzing over 22 million wholesale used-car transactions, and finding "substantial evidence of . . . left-digit bias; there are large and discontinuous drops in sale prices at 10,000-mile thresholds in odometer mileage, along with smaller drops at 1,000-mile thresholds").
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Numbers are processed as both verbatim, continuous quantities and as fuzzy gist categories simultaneously, according to fuzzy-trace theory. Reyna & Brainerd, Numeracy, Ratio Bias, and Denominator Neglect, supra note 18. frequency of round-number damage awards, as well as the relationship between different components of jury damages. Figure 2 confirms the expectation, based on the cited work documenting roundnumber preferences, that jury awards are highly likely to end in round numbers. Analyzing the pattern of awards in the 2005 Civil Justice Survey, we find that a substantial proportion of damage awards end in zero. Figure 2 shows some intriguing differences across damage award types. The first set of columns shows the general category of compensatory damages awarded to the plaintiff in judge trials and jury trials. The compensatory damage award variable includes awards of two types. Some states require only a general compensatory damage award figure that combines compensation for both economic and noneconomic damages. In other states, the award is given in separate amounts for economic damages and noneconomic damages. Coders summed these two amounts to arrive at an overall compensatory damage award for those cases. Both types of award, then, are included in the compensatory damages columns. 
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Overall, a little over half the compensatory damage awards end in zero. When we consider the subset of cases in which it is possible to view separately the economic and noneconomic components, we observe that noneconomic awards are substantially more apt to end in zero (90 percent) than awards for economic damages (52 percent). Like noneconomic awards, punitive damage awards are also highly likely to end in zero (84 percent overall).
Juries are more likely than judges to give awards that end in zero. The differences between judges and juries in the likelihood of awards ending in zero are statistically significant for both general compensatory awards and economic damage awards. 57 Juries are slightly more apt than judges to arrive at awards that end in zero in the other two damage award categories, but the differences do not reach traditional levels of statistical significance.
Another factor in the likelihood of zero-ending awards is the award size. In compensatory and economic damage awards, the proportion of round-number awards increases as the amount of the award goes up.
58 See Figure 3 . For compensatory damage awards, the round-number awards are comparable in frequency until the awards reach 1 million dollars or more, when they jump significantly. For economic damage awards, the round-number 57 For compensatory damages, c 2 (1 df ) = 84.93, p = 0.000; for economic damages, c 2 (1 df ) = 43.73, p < 0.001.
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For compensatory damages, c 2 (3 df ) = 12.90, p = 0.005; for economic damages, c 2 (3 df ) = 8.2, p = 0.04. awards show a stair-step linear trend as the category amount increases in value. Figure 3 shows that in both the other award categories, there is a visible increase in the highest award amount category (1 million dollars or more), but in neither case does the increase achieve statistical significance. These patterns are compatible with the gist model, and its expectation that jurors will map gist onto round numbers. The finding that judges, too, show a strong preference for round numbers is intriguing but consistent with the idea that expert decisionmakers often rely on gist determinations in their judgments. Of course, the tendency to adopt roundnumber figures could also be driven by attorney requests, expert testimony about predicted damages, or other dollar amounts mentioned during the trial that were round rather than precise numbers. It is quite likely that lawyers and experts share the factfinders' preference for round numbers. Interestingly, recent research shows that precise numbers are considered to be lower than comparable round numbers. 59 That suggests that there could be strategic advantages for attorneys who ask the jury to consider precise rather than roundnumber damage awards.
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B. Other Meaningful Numbers
In addition to the pattern we have documented with round numbers, we would also expect to see overrepresentation of what jurors perceive as significant and meaningful sums (e.g., $10,000, or $50,000, or $1 million). Jury deliberations about damages should routinely invoke the meaning behind particular numbers. It should be possible to investigate whether there is consensus within communities about the meaning of particular amounts of money in target contexts (i.e., whether $100,000 is considered a large amount of money in the context of permanent disability, intentional pollution, etc.). Depending on the context, a particular amount could convey low or high gist. For example, a person's age, wealth, and earning capacity all may figure into whether a particular amount is perceived as low or high.
We have located several case examples that jurors search out meaningful numbers, and offer a few illustrations here, starting with one dollar awards and ending at the high end with a $5 billion award. 
C. One Dollar Awards
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award but the jury awarded just one dollar in noneconomic damages to the plaintiff. Looking ahead, one can identify these two cases in Figure 4 , presented in a later section of this article; they are the two outlier cases at the log10 value of 0 for the noneconomic award. Likewise, Figure 5 shows a modestly-sized compensatory damage award by a jury that was accompanied by a one dollar punitive damage award. In anyone's book, a one dollar award is "low." Although some of the one dollar awards might be attributable to a token payment or a convention that does not reflect the jury's evaluation of the minimal worth of the case, at least some appear to be driven by the jury's gist of the injury's value.
The gist behind the choice of a one dollar award is nicely illustrated by the case of Ward Churchill, a controversial University of Colorado professor of ethnic studies, who created a firestorm of protest when he called victims of the September 11 attack "little Eichmanns," after the notorious Nazi war criminal. 62 He was subsequently fired on grounds of research misconduct, but he sued the university, claiming that they fired him not because of that misconduct but because of his September 11 remarks, which he argued were protected on academic freedom grounds. The Colorado jury found for Churchill, but awarded him just $1 in damages. The president of the University of Colorado said that the jury's nominal award was "an indication of what they thought of the value of Ward Churchill's claim." 63 In Hans's interview study with civil jurors, they regularly faced-with some perplexity-the challenge of awarding monetary compensation to a plaintiff's spouse for loss of consortium. 64 Although some jurors did not grant legitimacy to the idea of compensating a spouse on these grounds, they expressed concern that they avoid insulting the spouse. Often, $5,000 did the trick. 65 As the authors write: "about half of the loss of consortium awards in our study cases were exactly $5,000. We wondered why so many juries independently had come up with this particular figure. . . . Unless jurors were strongly hostile toward those seeking loss of consortium, they were reluctant to return a zero award. To the jurors this zero award represented an insult or a slap in the face to the spouses, who often had to testify about revealing aspects of their personal lives in public. . . . Juries appeared to be awarding symbolic small amounts to avoid offending plaintiffs."
D. Meaning in Extremely Large Awards
We believe that the gist model helps explain the specific dollar amounts in some extremely large jury awards, amounts that very often seem inexplicable and irrational to outside observers. 67 In the well-known McDonald's coffee-spill case, the plaintiff's attorney in the case argued to the jury that it might want to punish McDonald's for one or two days' worth of coffee sales. He estimated that that amounted to about $1.35 million per day. The jury concluded that an appropriate punishment was two days' worth of sales, hence the punitive damages award of $2.7 million.
68
Also consider the $5 billion punitive damage award against the Exxon Corporation in connection with the massive oil spill from the Exxon Valdez; the accident occurred when the captain was drunk and was away from the bridge. 69 An in-depth journalistic account, including material based on interviews with the jurors, who described their deliberations over punitive damages, provides support that the $5 billion figure for typical yearly worldwide profits for Exxon influenced the choice of punitive damage award. 70 The plaintiff's attorney O'Neill argued to the jury that Exxon should pay punitive damages of somewhere between $5 and $20 billion. He also displayed a chart with Exxon's revenues, net income, and net worth. Jurors deliberated, but could not agree on a figure. "After about 50 votes, the jury was closing in on the $5 billion figure. . . . Sunstein et al., supra note 14, at 3, write with dismay about the California jury that awarded close to 5 billion dollars, reportedly based on an estimate of the yearly advertising budget of the negligent company. If it is the case that jurors relied on the annual advertising budget, we view this as another example of jurors searching in the case for meaningful numbers that accord with their gist of the magnitude of the deserved damages.
Andrea Gerlin, How a Jury Decided that a Coffee Spill is Worth $2.9 Million, Wall St. J., Sept. 1, 1994, at A1; Hans, Business on Trial, supra note 3, at 70-72. 69 In re the Exxon Valdez, 270 F.3d 1215, 1238-39 (9th Cir. 2001). The Ninth Circuit's opinion concludes that the jury may have considered yearly Exxon profits as a meaningful benchmark: "This was a very bad oil spill. Captain Hazelwood's conduct, interpreting the evidence most strongly against him, was extremely reckless considering the difficulty and potential risk of his task, and Exxon was reckless to allow him to perform this task despite its knowledge that he was drinking again. The punitive damages amount, $5 billion, is about one year's net profits for the entire world-wide operations of Exxon, and the jury may well have decided that for such egregious conduct the company responsible ought to have a year without profit." information outside the individual case to arrive at noneconomic damage amounts, the relationship may be weaker. Figure 4 displays the relationship between the logged economic and noneconomic damages for cases with overall plaintiff winners and nonzero positive dollar values on each type of damage award. Jury awards are represented by open circles; awards given by judges in bench trials are represented by stars.
In both judge and jury trials, the economic damage award reached by the decisionmaker is a significant predictor of the noneconomic damage award. Furthermore, one can observe predominantly linear relationships between the two types of awards, such that the larger the economic damage award decided by the judge or the jury, the larger the noneconomic damage award. The slope appears steeper for jury awards than for judge awards, although the interaction term between the economic damage award and the decisionmaker is only marginally significant (p < 0.09). That suggests that the amount of 
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economic damage that a plaintiff experiences in a case serves as a slightly stronger determinant of the noneconomic damage award for juries as compared to judges. Figure 5 shows a similar analysis of awards from the 2005 Civil Justice Survey, but this time for the relationship between the total compensatory awards (which combine both economic and noneconomic damages) and the punitive damage awards. The analysis is limited to those cases with overall plaintiff winners and nonzero positive dollar values for both compensatory and punitive damage awards. As before, jury awards are represented by open circles; awards given by judges in bench trials are represented by stars.
Again, the relationship between the two types of damage awards is generally similar for both judge and jury, reflecting a strong ordinal pattern in which low and high compensatory damage cases net low and high punitive damage awards, respectively. The slope is significantly (p < 0.05) steeper for jury awards than for judge awards. The degree to which the plaintiff requires compensatory damages in a case is a stronger determinant of a punitive damage award for juries than for judges. It is worthwhile noting that cases are not randomly assigned to judge and jury trials, and case routing as well as other differences between judges and juries might account for the slightly different patterns observed.
If we take the underlying compensatory damage awards as revealing the factfinder's ordinal rankings of harm done, and we do, then finding ordinal regularities such as the one observed for the compensatory-punitive damage relationship reinforces the model's presumption of the importance of ordinal ranking in jury damage award judgments even in punitive damages, which are thought to be erratic and inexplicable. 77 In sum, our model predicts, and the available research on jury damage awards generally finds, that there are coherent ordinal patterns in award determinations.
F. Jury Awards Should Vary More Than Judge Awards
Even though ordinal regularities in jury awards are observed, the model predicts that jury damage awards will vary more than judge damage awards for the same types of injuries and cases. The reasons are twofold. Because judges are expert decisionmakers, we can predict that their judgments will be even more likely to be simple gist-based judgments. But more importantly, judicial awards will be less variable because their contextual experience offers them comparative information, and juries do not have this advantage. 78 Indeed, it is possible that judges' reliance on contextual or comparative information explains the flatter slopes for judge awards in Figures 4 and 5 .
Analysis of damage awards in the 2005 Civil Justice Survey data set by other scholars confirms the expectation that jury awards in the aggregate are more variable than judge awards in the aggregate, consistent with the model's expectations. 79 Greater variability in jury awards compared to judge awards in actual jury and judge decisions, of course, is not necessarily dispositive evidence for the model. Future research must independently assess the value of cases because different, and higher dollar value, cases are typically routed to juries. 80 Thus, it is important to develop methods to tease apart, and adjust for, case differences in order to study decisionmaker differences.
G. Anchors Should Affect Jury Decision Making
Our model anticipates that anchors will influence jury damage award assessments. A number of psychological mechanisms are thought to produce anchoring, including confirmatory hypothesis testing, insufficient adjustment, and numeric priming.
81 Fuzzy-trace   77 See, for example, Sunstein et al., supra note 14, at 3 ("inexplicable") and 31 ("erratic"). theory anticipates that anchors will influence award amounts because gist is relative. Dollar amounts, just like probabilities and other quantities, are interpreted relative to other quantities to give them meaning. Furthermore, anchors presented during trial should have a stronger impact on jury assessments than on judge assessments because judges are apt to have contextual and comparative information about other cases that may counteract or outweigh the impact of anchors presented during trial.
The research literature on anchoring includes many successful demonstrations of the anchoring process using arbitrary or nonsense anchors, such as numbers from a roulette wheel spin or the last four digits of a Social Security or telephone number. Our gist-based model anticipates that people may be influenced by arbitrary anchors in information-poor environments. We assume that there is no number in the head that can be discovered through better measurement; therefore, other numbers, including anchors, provide needed context to flesh out damage awards that are perceived as low or high. However, in our model, there is a strong expectation that a meaningful anchor will be more persuasive than an arbitrary one, so long as it is consistent with the gist that jurors extract from the facts.
Evidence presented in a typical civil jury trial functions as a naturally occurring, and often meaningful, anchor. The amount of economic damage, whether it is provided quantitatively in dollars or qualitatively in magnitude estimates, serves as one important guidepost for jurors, as Figure 4 indicates. 82 The strong connection between compensatory and punitive damages shown in Figure 5 is consistent with the possibility that compensatory damages serve as anchors for decisionmakers as they deliberate on the amount of punitive damages to award.
One type of anchor produced by attorneys as part of a persuasion effort is the attorney's ad damnum or request for a specific damage award figure. Experiments on attorney requests such as ad damnums show, consistent with our model's predictions, reliable effects of plaintiff and defense ad damnums. 83 Variation in the way that figures are submitted to the jury can also change the resulting damage award. For example, McAuliff and Bornstein varied whether their study participants heard a lump-sum ad damnum or heard a per-diem amount request for an award to compensate the plaintiff for pain and suffering. 84 Attorney requests for a lump sum of $175,000 and an hourly rate of $10 produced higher damage economic damages rise. 88 This malleability of numerical judgments relative to different comparative amounts is consistent with predictions of our model and fuzzy-trace theory.
VI. Conclusion
We believe the gist-based model makes a contribution in emphasizing, as other accounts of jury damage award decision making generally do not, the central importance of the meaning of numbers. The story model also privileges meaning in its narrative account, but in a subtly different way. The story model emphasizes the narrative itself, the way facts hang together in a coherent account. The gist-based approach stresses the narrative too, but goes further to posit that jurors derive categorical and ordinal judgments from the meaning or gist of the narrative. It also claims that jurors come to associate particular dollar amounts with meaning in the context of the trial. Exact numbers have little significance, even to the highly numerate, until the numbers can be interpreted relative to specific content and contexts. Thus, anchors have an effect on numerical interpretation, especially when judgments are unfamiliar, as they provide a context in which numbers can be interpreted as low or high, relative to the anchor.
One advantage of the gist-based model of jury damage awards is that in future work we should be able to use research on the significance of cues and framing to predict when verbatim versus gist approaches will dominate juror decision making about damages. In particular, does requiring jurors to answer interrogatories and reach special verdicts affect their tendency to employ verbatim rather than gist thinking? The case examples suggest that attorneys' arguments for awards can be successful when they propose numbers that accord with jurors' gist of the injury. It would be valuable to study this in a controlled experiment.
The gist-based account is, we think, a more positive take on the jurors' approach to damage decisions. The gist that we say drives jurors as they consider damages is not presumed to be naïve and immature reasoning. Indeed, we observe and can now explain some regularities and patterns to jury damage awards, whereas before it looked to some observers as though jurors were erratically grasping at numbers out of thin air.
The impact of anchors is well-documented in the experimental literature. In the courtroom, there is an abundance of anchoring information in actual cases that reflects the value of the case. Attorneys provide anchors by offering ad damnums in jurisdictions that permit them, or by calling fact witnesses and expert witnesses who estimate monetary losses. 89 We have noted above the strong patterns we find with economic damages, noneconomic damages, and punitive damages. The agreement across these types of damages is generally ordinal, not absolute, as would be predicted by our model. 88 Sharkey, Crossing the Punitive-Compensatory Divide, supra note 9. 89 Diamond et al., supra note 83.
